To compensate for the defect of inaccurate evaluation of fuzzy distortion by the SSIM original algorithm, following the existing gradirent structure similarity algorithm, considering the multi-resolution and multidirectional characteristics of the Contourlet transform, an image quality assessment algorithm based on Contourlet and Gradient Structural Similarity (CGSSIM) was proposed. The experimental results show that the CGSSIM algorithm is more suitable for the human visual system characteristics than the PSNR and SSIM algorithm and it can get better image quality evaluation results.
Introduction
Quality assessment is divided into subjective method and objective method. Since human being is the final receiver of an image, the subjective method is reliable. But it requires a lot of repeated experiments, also it is time-consuming and difficult to apply in practice [1] .
Compared to the subjective method, objective method is repeatable and easy to implement. Traditional objective method include Peak Signal-to-noise Ratio (PSNR) and Mean Squared Error (MSE) and so on, which have simple calculation methods, clear physical meaning, and a wide range of applications in practice. Because they do not consider the human visual perception and image characteristics, they always are out of touch with people's subjective evaluation. Z. Wang combined the structural distortion theory and Proposed Structural Similarity (SSIM, structural similarity) algorithm [2] . The algorithm is easy to implement and has a strong applicability. Experiments show that it has a better correlation with subjective. SSIM algorithm is excellent, but it is insufficient and inaccurate in evaluating the fuzzy distortion image [3] . Gradient can well reflect the change of image detail and texture quite well, it can be used to evaluate the clarity of the image. At present, there have been some algorithms which introduce gradient information into the SSIM algorithm [4] .
In recent years, someone has promoted the SSIM to apply to wavelet domain. But the wavelet transform for the image processing, the support area of the two-dimensional transform base is rectangular. The expression of such a multi-resolution can not approach inherent singular curve in the image efficiently. Because the Contourlet transform is multi-scale and multi-directional image expression, and also has some advantages in extracting structural information [5] . This article studies the structural properties of the image on Contourlet transform domain, and proposes an image quality assessment algorithm based on Contourlet and Gradient Structural Similarity (CGSSIM). The experimental results prove that this algorithm is more accurate for fuzzy evaluation, and improve the evaluation of the effect for the other type of distortion.
Structural Similarity (SSIM) Algorithm
SSIM consists of three parts, brightness measurements compare, contrast measurement comparisons and structure information measurement [6] . The formulas are as follow:
SSIM model defined by the above three-part is as follow
wherein: x and y are the original image block and the degraded image block; µx and µy denote the mean value of the x and y; σx and σy are respectively standard deviation of x and y; σxy represents the covariance of x and y; parameters α, β, γ are greater than zero, in order to adjust the proportion of three parts; C 1 , C 2 , C 3 are small constants and in order to avoid zero denominator, wherein
L is the dynamic range of the pixel (if the 8-bit grayscale image is L = 255).
Structural Similarity Added Gradient Information (GSSIM)
A large number of experiments show that the accuracy of the evaluation results of SSIM method is not good enough for severely blurred degraded images. The human eye is most sensitive and valued to the image edge and texture. Since the gradient could reflect tiny details in the image contrast and texture feature transform quite well, it can be used to evaluate the clarity of the image, the gradient information is introduced into the SSIM algorithm [4] . Gradient magnitude is as follow:
Here Sobel operator is used to calculate the gradient of the image. g(x, y) is Gradient similarity of the image block of x and y. We express it as follow:
is respectively the value of the gradient for the original image blocks x and degraded image block y in the position indicated by (i, j); C is added a small constant to avoid the zero denominator.
Gradient information is regarded as a factor to reflect the structural differences of the image. The gradient similarity g(x, y) is used as a new component of the formula 4 (SSIM).
wherein: α, β, γ, λ is a constant used to adjust the degree of importance of each component. In the article, we simply take α = β = γ = λ = 1.
Based on Contourlet and Gradient Structural Similarity (CGSSIM)
The Contourlet transform adopted the structure of "double filter bank". First, Laplacian Pyramid (LP) filter bank is used to decompose the image in multi-scale to capture the singular points. Subsequently, it utilizes the Directional Filter Bank (DFB) to decompose details sub-band of each scale in multi-direction, and then the singular points which are distributed in the same direction and on the same scale are merged into a single coefficient, to obtain direction information [7] .
The mid-frequency band is the most sensitive frequency band for the human eye, which is the main outline of an image. The Contourlet transform domain can nattily take advantage of the information in different frequencies and different directions, and get more evaluation results which are in line with the visual characteristics of the human eye. Therefore, this paper proposes the CGSSIM methods. The specific operation steps of CGSSIM are as follows:
The first step: Image is decomposed by Contourlet transform, and we can get the image Contourlet transform coefficients.
The second step: The Contourlet coefficient of Laplacian Pyramid decomposition in the i-th band on the j-th direction is introduced into the formula 7. We can obtain the j-th direction of the gradient of the band structure similarity CGSSIM (x ij , y ij ). (8) wherein: x ij and y ij respectively represent the original image and the distorted image the i-th decomposition band of the j-th direction of Contourlet coefficient. M is the total number of directions of Laplace decomposition band of image, ω ij is i-th decomposition band of the j-th direction weights of image which belongs to the type of distortion.
The Results and Analysis of the Experiments
Our simulated experiment chooses the image quality estimation database of the Lab of Image and Video Engineer of the United States TEXAS University [8] . The database contains high resolution picture of the RGB images and the corresponding 5 kinds of distortion type images. The image library also gives Difference Mean Opinion Scores (DMOS). The bigger is the DMOS value, the worse is the image quality. In order to test the proposed image quality objective evaluation method, we select three objective parameters as evaluation index. They are the Correlation Coefficient (CC), Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and nonlinear regression analysis after the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) [9] . We select the Logistic function as the nonlinear regression function. The higher is the CC value; the better is the correlation of the objective evaluation and DMOS. The smaller is the MAE and RMSE value, the better is the objective evaluation model.
In our experiment, firstly we calculate the gradient structure similarity value on any direction of each decomposition band. Then we analyze the consistency of the gradient structure similarity on each direction and subjective rating by three parameters and scatter diagram. We obtain the weight of the structure similarity of the whole image. Finally, we get the structure similarity of the whole image by using the weight, also analyze the consistency of our method and the subjective rating, and compare the performance of our method with PSNR and SSIM evaluation.
Our method transform the coefficient of each image by 3-level Laplace Pyramid transform, 1, 1, 2 level directional filter groups and the Contourlet transform. That is, we get four band of each image and nine direction sub-band finally. The frequency is respectively named as B1, B2, B3, and B4 from low to high, and then the direction sub band is named as D11, D21, D22, D31, D32, D41, D42, D43, and D44 according to band. Fig. 1 shows the scatter diagram of one direction sub-band of each band relative to the subjective rating (the scatter diagram of different directions sub-band of the same band has some similarity, so we list the scatter diagram of one direction of each band). Table 1 shows that for the different types of distortion images, the correlation coefficient of CGSSIM and DMOS in every direction of each decomposed band.
From Fig. 1 , we can see that the CGSSIM of the direction sub-band D11 of low frequency band close to 1, and the consistency of the CGSSIM of the direction sub-band D31 of the middle frequency band and the DMOS is the best. The middle, high frequency band can better reflect the image distortion than the low frequency band for the human eye. We can find that the sensitive degree of the human eye in different directions of different bands is different from Table  1 , and that accord with human visual characteristics. In short, the Contourlet transform domain, description in Contourlet can be more accord with human subjective rating by using the direction information on different frequency to evaluate the image quality. In the experiment, this paper imitates the method of the references [6] . We choose the Correlation Coefficient (CC) of CGSSIM and DMOS on each decomposition band of each direction as a whole image weight used in CGSSIM calculate, namely ω ij = CC ij . Our CGSSIM algorithm tests the image quality evaluation on the LIVE database, and we do contrast test on performance with PSNR and SSIM algorithm.
The performance of our method is superior to PSNR and SSIM method on the rapid degraded, Gaussian blurred, and JPEG2000 and JPEG distorted images according to the Table 2-4. The reason is that the image information is expressed as the content of different band under different direction in Contourlet transform domain. Our weighted sum flexible applicants the different direction information, which accords with human visual characteristics. Especially the Gaussian blurred image, the performance of the CGSSIM is much better than PSNR and SSIM. edge and texture changes, and better satisfy the sensibility to gray jump of the human visual system.
Conclusion
This paper proposes a new image quality assessment algorithm, CGSSIM, which is based on Contourlet and gradient structural similarity. The method can effectively evaluate the blurred image which the SSIM algorithm can not do well. Further more, it can improve the effects of image evaluation on other type of distorted images. Gradient can well descript the edge and texture information of images, and Contourlet transform makes full use of different frequencies, different directional characteristics of Gradient. Therefore, the CGSSIM algorithm can obtain a better evaluation result. In order to verify the proposed algorithm, we tested various types of the distortion images by our algorithm and others, also analyzed and compared the results. The results show that the proposed CGSSIM algorithm can better fit the human visual characteristics than PSNR and SSIM. The weights in the CGSSIM algorithm are the experience value, and how to choose the relatively better weights need to be further studied.
